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HE idea _was born almost a year before the expedition started. 
P. F. Holmes and H. A. Lamb, both of Trinity College, Cam
bridge, had decided to visit some little-known part of the Hima

layas, travelling through unexplored country, and possibly climbing a 
peak or two. Chitral was suggested at first. Then Dr. Hey, a geology 
don, began to take an interest in the idea and hinted at the prospect of 
some exciting finds in the Spiti shales. Over cups of coffee in Peter 
Holmes' digs at Trinity during the autumn and winter of 1954-55, 
the plan gradually began to take shape. As the final stages of prepara
tion approached, Peter Holmes managed ·both to get married and to 
pass his Finals. 

' 
To motor out to India had long been regarded as one of the high-

lights. So, on June 8, 1955, Peter and Judy Holmes with Alastair and 
Venice Lamb left Cambridge in two Morris 5-cwt. vans and reached 
India, via Europe, the Middle East, Persia and AfghanistaJ?., at the end 
of July, having covered about 7,500 miles. When we assembled in 
Manali on August 7, the motorists bore every outward sign of the varied 
and enlightening experiences of the past eight weeks. However, they 
vowed unanimously that their worst stretch of road had been the 
zoo-mile route from Pathankot to Manali, and I tried to explain that 
·during the monsoon, landslip repairs on most motor roads in the 
Himalayan foothills are invariably outstripped by the pace at which 
fresh damage occurs: My own journey from Calcutta to Manali had 
been quite uneventful except for a minor incident in the motor bus on 
the Kulu road, when the decrepit vehicle having overheated and stalled 
on a steep bit, threatened to go careering backwards down the hill into 
eternity. · 

At Sunshine Orchards in Manali, where Major I-L M. Banon received 
us most hospitably, we faced the usual number of crises prior to starting. 
Richard Hey had been delayed and was no'v due to arrive from. England 
by air on August r o. Brian Ward, a sapper, who 'vas to have flown over 
from Malaya, had cabled at tbe last moment to say that he would be 
unable to join us. A delay threatened over the engagement of pack 
p onies and porters. Through the intervention of Gungaram, a colourful 
character in Manali bazar, our negotiations vvith the ' ghora-wallas ' 
were soon straightened out. On August 10, a party of four, accom
panied by the main baggage caravan of eighteen ponies left Manali for 
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the Rohtang pass ; I decided to stay behind and bring up the rear with . 
Richard Hey. . 

Two expeditions had preceded us this year. The first was the R.A.F. 
Expedition led by Tony Smyth, whose article appeared in the last 
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number. 1 The next party, comprising H. McArthur, F. Solari, 
K. Goswami and their wive.s, had left Manali five \veeks ahead of us, 
and were now reported to be on their vvay back. 

Our plans in Spiti were broad enough to allow some improvisation. 
Our time limit was seven to eight weeks and it was reassuring to know 
that we would be beyond the reach of the monsoon. We proposed to 
establish a base somewhere near Kibar, and to examine the Gyundi and 
Ratang valleys, two tributaries south-west of the Spiti River. Both 
valleys were unexplored, and the existing map, 2 based on a very old 
survey, indicated with the vaguest strokes the main outlines of the 
rivers. No glaciers were shown, and few peaks were marked. It was 
assumed that the head-waters of the Ratang and the Gyundi issued 
from the line of zo,ooo- 21,ooo-ft. peaks forming the main Kulu-Spiti 
·w·atershed. One of our objectives was to attempt to reach the watershed 
by penetrating either of th~se two valleys. We also wanted to take a 
closer look at Peak 21,760 ft. 3 which was shown on the map as standing 
between the Gyundi and the Ratang valleys. It is the highest peak in 
the region, and had been viewed from the south, from which side it had 
been pronounced impossible. The map was known to be unreliable, 
and we were warned that both the Gyundi and the Ratang valleys were 
likely to be difficult gorges. .The area around l{ibar would provide a 
suitable base, not only because of its proximity to these two valleys, but 
because it was one of great geological interest, and had been selected by 
Dr. Hey as his main centre of operations. . 

Records of past exploration in Spiti are few. In 1939, Major J. 0. M. 
Roberts had entered Spiti from Bashahr over the Pin Pass, and visited 
Kaze, and Kibar. 4 He climbed a peak of zo,68o ft. up the Shilla nalla 
and enquired into the possibility of entering the Ratang nalla, but was 
dissuaded from doing so owing to the swollen state of the river at the 
end of June. In 1952, Dr. J. de V. Graaff, Kenneth Snelson and E. A. 
Schelpe visited the Dibibokri glacier above the Parbati Valley in Kulu. 
From this basin they had intended to search for a possible way over the 
main divide into Spiti. From a peak, zo,Joo ft., near the divide, the 
whole panorama extending over the Ratang and Gyundi valleys was. 
viewed, but further exploration was not pursued. A pass was crossed, 
however, on to a tributary glacier of the Parahio, an unexplored valley -

1 A.J. 6z. 45· 
2 Survey of India !" Sheet 52 H. 
3 Approx. 32° os' N: 77° 44' E 
4 See A.J. 52. 233· · 
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parallel to and east of the Ratang. In 1953, A. E. Gunther's party 
visited the Bara Shigri glacier and made some important alterations to 
the map of that area which helped to provide a clearer picture of the 
North-west corner of the Kulu-Spiti watershed, but led one to suppose 
that the Gyundi Valley must be a good deal shorter than it is sho\vn on 
the old maps. 

Richard Hey and I left Manali at noon on August rs with six ponies 
and two pony-men. The following day we crossed the Rohtang Pass in 
heavy cloud and rain. The march was a pleasant one ; the craggy 
hillsides, the mist-laden sheep pastures and the drizzle were reminis
cent of a typical summer's day in the Lake District. Below the pass 
McArthur and Solari's party, bound for Manali, suddenly loomed up 
through the mists. They had come back over the Baralacha Pass. 
Whilst we stood in the drizzle and talked, I asked whether we might 
engage their two Sherpas. They were quite willing ; but the Sherpas, 
emphatically, were not. They had been switched on to this party at the 
end of the R.A.F. Expedition in June when their four companions had 
gone home. They now pleaded that they were homesick ; and, 
standing there cold and cheerless on the stony Rohtang track, they bore 
every outward sign of their malady. Persuasion was pointless. But two 
more lads suddenly appeared in the wake of the homecoming caravan, 
Rinzing and Sonam, t\VO Ladakhis who had proved their worth with 
this party. They announced with cheerful grins that they would join us ; · 
they were engaged instantly, and instructed to meet us in the Chandra 
Valley five days later. Together with Jigmy, a third Ladakhi, engaged 
near Khoksar by the advance party, they comprised our trio of porters, 
who proved to be a valuable asset to the expedition. These Ladakhis, 
like all mountain people, possess a natural agility on rock ; we trained 
them in the use of the rope, and in snow and ice technique and found 
them quick to learn. They carried enormous loads and performed all 
the camp chores, two of them becoming quite proficient as cooks. With 
a little more experience they would be as good as the best Sherpas. 

The Rhotang Pass provides a dividing line between the green, fertile 
landscape of Kulu to the south, and the barren rocky uplands of Lahoul 
and Spiti to the north and north-east. The contrast is marked by a 
change in the climate, and when we descended from the Rohtang into 
the Chandra V alley we parted company \Vith the .monsoon. The 
Chandra Valley is an important trade route. Westwards, it leads through 
Kyelang to Jammu and Kashmir, and there is a jeep track now under 
construction. To the north, it can be followed to its sources in Lahoul 
near the Baralacha Pass, 16,047 ft., whence the nomads' route leads to 
Ladakh and 'Tibet. We proposed to follow it eastwards up to Karcha, 
above which we would take the track leading north-east over the Kan
zam La, into Spiti. In its lower reaches the Chandra becomes the 
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Chenab, whilst the Spiti River unites with the Sutlej, both rivers 
joining in the Punjab plains with the Indus. 

V\Te follo,ved the south bank of the Chandra River, which is the 
travellers' normal route. This vvill be replaced after some years by the 
jeep-track to be constructed on the north bank. The completion of the 
new route involves severa~ bridges ; one, opposite Jitang, is ready ; 
another, near Chatru, was completed a day or two before we passed. 
c:onstruction vvork on a third, above Karcha, is about to commence. 
1~wo staging bungalows have also been built. It is not difficult to foresee 
the denaturalisation of the Spiti Valley \vhen this motor road is opened. 
In its defence, it should be said that the new road will cut the distance 
between l{ulu and the l{anzam La by about two stages for pack 
animals. An outpost of the Punjab Armed Police has recently been 
established in Spiti, -vvith its headquarters at l(aze ; and a doctor, 
employed by the Punjab Government, tours these parts, complete with 
medical chest, distributing ' good\vill and Epsom salts ' as he himself 
put it. 

The marches in the Chandra Valley were long st.ages over boulders, 
sand and rubble, through rocky and barren country. Camping sites 
\Nere punctuated by meado,vs where the ponies could feed. We 
camped, on the first day, below a cluster of silver birches opposite the 
entrance to the Kulti Valley. The next day we reached the Chatru 
side-stream in the early afternoon, to find it unfordable. This vvas the 
first of a series of many such obstacles vve vvere to face during the next 
fe\v weeks. The advance party \vas camped on the other bank. Conver
sation with them, during the evening, was impossible owing to the roar 
of the torrent, but we eventually succeeded in conveying our intention 
to attempt a crossing at da,vn with their help. The next morning, 
operations commenced in the cold half-light at 6 A.IVr., and were 
completed safely an hour al)d a half later by means of a double handrail 
and a safety-line. We learnt later that the advance party had had a 
hard tin1e at this zo-ft.-vvide stream, with its foaming, icy, vvaist-deep 
waters; Judy Holmes and Venice Lamb had been almost swept away, 
and one of the ghora-wallas vvas badly cut and bruised. After a 
leisurely breakfast at their camp site, the whole caravan, together for 
the first time, moved off by 1o:3o. We were stopped t\vo hours later by 
the Sakchum stream and were once again forced to camp early. The 
pony men insisted, rightly enough, that only in the early morning 
would they attempt to ford these streams. The following day we 
camped beyond Puti Runi, some members of the party. taking a two
mile detour to avoid the stream. The alp above Jitang meadovv vvas 
covered ' vith gentians, primulas, irises, daisies, saxifrages, in a profusion 
of beautiful colours. The ' gaddis ' we met in this valley were a cheer
ful, handsome lot ; smartly clad in white homespun tunics~ and complete 
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with their brass-rimmed tobacco pipes and flutes, they wandered peace
fully with their flocks eyeing us with a somewhat incredulous air. 

On our last day in the Chandra Valley, we crossed the stream issuing 
from the great mound of rubble forming the terminal moraine of the 
Bara Shigri glacier. Marching north, beyond the Shigri meadovv, vve 
camped at the entrance to the Karcha Valley. The following day we 
crossed the Kanzam I.,a, I 4,93 I ft ., glimpsing some shapely summits of 
I g,ooo and 2o,ooo ft. to the vvest in Lahoul. . We dropped down to a 
delightful meadovv at about I4,ooo ft. and camped in the afternoon 
overlooked by low rounded hills, still supporting a light covering of 
winter snovv, and by a small group of peaks betvveen 17,ooo and 
2o,ooo ft. to the east. Three men of the Punjab Armed Police were 
camped here ; they vvere a friendly group and, some weeks later, 
together with their colleagues, they paid us a visit at our base camp in 
Spiti. Our ghora-v.vallas persuaded us to spend a rest-day here. They 
talked of the rigours in store for the ponies in Spiti, with this meadow as 
their last good grazing ground ; so \;ve fell for the argument, but largely, 
I think, because we had already eyed \Vith some interest an attractive 
r8,5oo-ft. peak some 4 miles above our camp. On the following day, 
August 22, the ascent of this peak turned out to be inost enjoyable and 
provided a good training climb. y..,r e left camp just after 6 A.M. and 
reached a small glacier \vi thin three hours. Crossing this, we ascended 
Bso ft. of steep scree to a col at about 17,500 ft. on the main North-west 
ridge of our peak ~ this vvas about one mile long and was composed of 
sno\¥ and rock, with one or two difficult pitches on which we had to 
move singly. A final 300ft. of ice, up which steps had to be cut, led us 
to the summit, which provided a \iVonderful view of the landscape of 
snow-capped peaks enclosing the I(archa basin to the south, and in 
Lahoul to the west. A fair-sized glacier flowing roughly north, and three 
or four small tributaries feed the Karcha River. The valley is unex
plored and the peaks are unmapped. We took a complete round of 
pictures from our summit before turning to descend. Peter Holmes 
and I had taken Rinzing with us as far as the foot of the final ice slope, 
and he had climbed very \¥ell. We returned to Camp at 5 P.M. 

thoroughly satisfied with the day's vvork_. The next day's march to Hansi 
village was long, and, for the most part, rather dull. The nature of the 
country had altered and we were introduced to the barren monotony 
of the Spiti landscape. The Spiti River has carved itself deep into the 
valley, coursing its \¥ay through numerous channels along its mud and 
shingle floor. The valley, a desiccated plateau, with stark rock cliffs 
rising on either side, is interspersed here and there by steep mud banks 
vvhere side streams issue forth to join the main river below. Richard 
Hey enlivened our first day's march in Spiti by the discovery of his first 
fossils, and by noting certain rock features characteristic of the second 

• 
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Ice Age. Near Losar, after fording the Spiti River on to its north bank, 
we became aware of the first signs of human habitation. The track was 
lined throughout by a procession of Mani walls. At first one or two 
huts appeared surrounded by a tiny patch of green, a veritable oasis., 
Later, we came upon small villages surrounded by sizeable fields. I 
never ceased to marvel at the husbandry of these folk, eking out a liveli
hood from this parched and uncompromising soil by means of an 
ingenious system of irrigation. The main crops appeared to be barley 
and peas. In Spiti, cultivation of the fields is performed by the women ;. 
as is also the collection of fuel, of which there is a great scarcity. The 
men keep themselves occupied with their sheep, cows, yaks, and dzos; 
in trading, and in idling. The people are Tibetan in character and 
appearance, and their villages resemble Tibetan settlements ; their 
language, too, is closely akin to Tibetan. They are not as attractive as 
the people of Kulu. They showed a marked curiosity prompted chiefly 
by their uninhibited passion for scrounging. The following day the 
party divided. Richard Hey and Alastair Lamb, accompanied by Jigmy 
and four ponies took the route to the Laguadarsi La on the north bank 
of the Spiti River bound for Chikim and Kihar ; whilst we crossed the 
river over a wooden bridge to the track on its south bank. Hey's plan 
was to examine the outcrops in the stream beds and elsewhere ; and 
thereby, if possible, to establish the succession of ammonite faunas in the 
Spiti shales. Their exploration lasted over a week and when they 
rejoined us at Base Camp their ponies were laden with hundreds of 
specimens of ammonites. These, together with others collected later in 
the Shilla nalla, were transported to Manali, Delhi and London and so 
to their final resting place in the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge. It is 
believed that they will constitute the largest collection of Spiti shale 
ammonites in Britain. 

Our march on the south bank of the Spiti River led us through· barren, 
uninhabited country, until we reached the village of AI, a mile short of 
the entrance to the Gyundi Valley. We pitched our tents three-quarters 
of a mile beyond the dirt of the village and looked out on to .a line of 
attractive snow peaks in the north-east, beyond Rangring and Kaze. 
The locals tolq us that no route existed up the Gyundi Valley, which 
added point to our intention to try to find one. We \vere unlucky on our 
first day's venture and hardly made progress. Peter Holmes and I took 
one of the ghora-wallas with us and reaching the Gyundi River at a 
point about one mile above its junction with the Spiti, we found the 
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remains of a wooden bridge, ·which was reported to have been swept 
away a couple of weeks ago. Disinclined to ford the swift current, 
about 6o ft. across·, we decided to follow the left bank of the river 
along a faint thread of · a track ; this petered out after a few hundred 
yards and we \\"ere left to our own devices. We were very soon able 
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to tell ourselves that here was the gorge we had been warned about. 
After traversing crumbly slopes of alluvium and scree rather unconl
fortably for about three miles, poised steeply a few hundred feet above 
the river, we reached an impasse above some rock cliffs and had to turn 
back. Below the cliffs we could see a shingle bank perhaps half a mile 
long followed by a narrow defile and beyond a further level stretch, the 
vast depths of the gorge. All morning we had glimpsed signs of a 
track traversing the opposite bank, and we were imprudent enough to 
conclude that therein lay the solution to our problems ; so, although we 
returned to camp defeated, we were full of hope. But our second 
reconnaissance, on the right bank of the Gyundi, proved equally 
abortive. Rinzing accompanied us with two pony-men, who optimisti
cally suggested that they would inspect how much of the route was 
practicable for their animals. By virtue of an early start, we -forded 
the Gyundi 'vithout undue difficulty. Then we made good progress for 
two miles along a path. This ended near the water's edge so we took 
the hint and managed, after a few attempts, to find a suitable crossing 
place. It was here that Rinzing won his reputation for overcoming 
difficult rivers ; a reputation which gained in stature as the expedition 
advanced and the number of streams multiplied. That morning we 
crossed and re-crossed the Gyundi about half a dozen times, but 
progress was disappointing. We finally came to a place, about one mile 
beyond our shingle bank of yesterday, where the river was bounded on 
either side by vertical walls of rock. The rock was loose, and, moreover, 
appeared to be threatened from above ; whilst the depth of the river 
at this point suggested that discretion was the better part of valour. We 
retraced our footsteps for half a mile and scrambled up a steep gully on 

# . 

the right bank. Following this for I ,soo ft., we reached a rocky point at 
about 14,ooo ft., which commanded a view seven or eight miles up the 
gorge. What we could see vvould provide problems similar to those 
already encountered; but what lay unseen, ·seventeen miles ahead if the 
map was right, contained problems we could only guess at. Beyond 
endless folds of cliffs, the valley took a sharp bend. A few peaks 
between 17,ooo and 18,ooo ft., lightly snow-covered, were visible in the 
background ; but these appeared to lie along the main ridge bounding 
the west side of the valley, and we felt sure that the head of the valley 
'vas not visible to us. The depth of the gorge, higher up, was also un
seen. I think Peter and I both realised that if we travelled light and 
toiled our way slowly up the gorge, we could probably solve its prob .. 
lems, but obviously not with the river in its present state of flood. We 
learnt later that herdsmen take their yaks some miles up the valley in 
the spring and bring them down in the autumn ; a single journey 
involving over a dozen crossings of the river. We were told that 
' gaddis ' from the Karcha Valley drive their flocks over a pass into the 
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upper Gyundi in the summer, returning by the same route. Our 
experiences in the Gyundi gorge had taught us much, and when we 
packed on August 27 to move our camp towards the Ratang Valley, we 
had sober thoughts about our prospects there. The march was interest
ing and led us through a populated part of the country, \iVith four 
villages in ten miles. So like one another were these villages that they 
differed only in their names, and were distinguished on the map as 
Morang, Sumning, Kharig and Rangring. The last village is one of the 
largest in Spiti and boasts of a school and a post office, both run in the 
same building by the same individual, a native of Simla who had settled 
in this valley seven . years ago and had vved one of the local belles. 
Across the river we could see the village of · Ki, a large settlement, its 
houses heaped one above the other on a cliff in Tibetan fashion, and 
crowned by a gompa. This was later visited by some members of the 
party. About a mile and a half above Rangring we branched right and 
dropped down on to a pleasant shingle flat by the Ratang River where 
we decided to place our base camp. At 12,500 ft. this was an ideal spot, 
sufficiently isolated from the village and situated two miles above the 
mouth of the Ratang River ; there was, of course, no fuel here, but fresh 
water issued from a tiny stream nearby. 'I' he village of Kaze, with its 
Police outpost, lay four miles beyond Rangring and later on some of us 
were entertained by the policemen at a tea party given in our honour. 
A mile above Rangring to the north lies the Shilla nalla, and dominating 
the whole scene stands a beautiful pyramid-shaped peak shown on the 
map as Peak 2o,68o ft. No sooner had we seen this mountain than we 
were obsessed by the idea of climbing it. We were !o learn later that its 
local name is Guan Nelda. Our interest in this peak was increased by 
the knowledge that its ascent would almost certainly provide the answer 
to the disputed height of Shilla, 23,050 ft., situated behind it to the 
north. Base Camp was soon turned into a comfortable place. J udy 
Holmes and Venice Lamb provided us with the luxury of five-course 
dinners, whilst our Ladakhi orderlies attended to our comforts. We 
paid off our ponies, retaining only seven for the return journey, and 
started to plan our Ratang venture. This valley had a friendlier look 
than the Gyundi, and the river seemed smaller, but \Ve could gauge its 
force by the sound of boulders crashing down the stream-bed, audible 
above the endless roaring of the waters: The next morning, from a 
vantage point 2,ooo ft. above camp, Peter and I were able to gain some 
impression of the gorge. The scene was not unlike that we had gazed 
upon two days ago in the Gyundi Valley, dominated by steep cliffs and 
enclosed by narrow walls. Three snow mountains provided a suf
ficiently alluring background. Peter and I estimated that we would 
need about 400 lb. of food and gear to carry out an eight-day explora
tion up the Ratang. Two porters were engaged locally with the aid of 
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the schoolmaster, but not without some difficulty ; and they failed to 
turn up on the appointed morning, delaying our departure by 24 hours. 
In our negotiations with the schoolmaster, I was not sure how far his 
apparent simplicity concealed an underlying cunning. He informed us 
that at certain seasons the villagers ventured a few miles up the Ratang 
Valley to collect fuel, but that the only European known to have visited 
it was a Mr. Emerson, a District Commissioner of Kangra in 1940, who 
had returned within two days after a heavy fall of autumn snow. Peter 
and I left Base Camp on August 3 I with Rinzing, Sonam and the two 
locals. One of them took on the role of guide and informed us that he 
~rould take a high-level route on the north s1de of the valley thus avoid
ing any crossing of the river. The people in these parts show an un
~oncealed dislike for river crossings, and this river in particular is said 
to have claimed many victims. The first part of our guide's route led us 
to the same vantage point which Peter and I had reached two days ago. 
Thereafter, a lengthy traverse brought us within sight of a small 
boulder-stre'Yn flat at river level. A direct descent of I 500 ft. over 
boulders and scree took us there in little time, and the grinning face of 
our guide told us that here vvould be our Camp I. It seen1ed a nice 
enough place, with a fresh stream and a cluster of dwarf birches nearby ; 
but it meant a short day, with perhaps less than four miles between us 
and Base Camp. Early the next morning, as we were about to start, we 
were attracted by cries from the s]opes above. In a short while, Richard 
Hey, Alastair Lamb and Jigmy reached us. They had returned to 
Rangring yesterday afternoon, and had travelled all night to catch up 
with us. Our two local porters must be returned to Rangring at once. 
Local insurrection and a possible attack on our Base Camp were 
threatened unless the two men were returned_ forthwith. The reason 
for this contretemps remained a mystery to us, but the threat behind it 
seemed real enough. As we re-sorted the loads and jettisoned un
essentials, two men arrived from Rangring to ensure the return of their 
truant brethren. The truants themselves seemed sorry to have to go 
and undertook first to show us the next part of our route ; a decision 
which they must have sorely regretted later. Following his principle of 
avoiding the river, the guide went crashing up a steep slope of loose 
rocks, soon emerging on a narrow rock ridge. This ridge we followed 
precariously for perhaps a quarter of a mile, moving singly for the 
most part, until by descending a smooth 6o-ft. gully we reached a grassy 
shoulder and looked down some 8oo ft. sheer on to sunny flats beside 
the stream. The guide and his colleague doffed their caps with a look of 
' it's all yours now.' But we could not let them go home so easily, for 
their route-finding had brought us to an impossible place. The descent 
of 8oo ft. occupied zt hours ; on one overhanging pitch of so ft. we had 
to fix a rope and lower the loads down. When we finally reached the 
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river again, four hours after starting, we estimated that we had barely 
travelled three-quarters of a mile above our last camp. It was I P.M. 

now, and the men, tucking up their tunics, forded the torrent arm-in
arm and rattled off homewards. The experience had taught us a lesson. 
We were almost relieved to be by ourselves now, despite our heavy 
loads ; the three Ladakhis carried about So lb. each, whil~t Peter ahd I 
each had 50 lb. We carried on for another t\vo hours, making long 
exposed traverses across loose slopes, a few hundred feet above the 
river. Beneath an overhang by the river we decided to camp, feeling 
that we could only tackle the next obstacle ahead, refreshed after a 
night's rest. The following morning was spent in the depths of the 
gorge cut off from the sunshine ; we gained about one mile in four 
hours. At one point several hundred steps had to be cut in slopes of 
crumbling alluvium at an angle over 50°. Then we came to a place so 
narro"r thG\t the cliffs on either side of the torrent were literally a stone's 
throw apart. We had found that the best principle was to keep as low 
as possible, wading along the water's edge where we could. In the 
afternoon \Ve reached easier ground. After traversing a meadow strewn 
with thickets of dwarf rhododendron and birch, we reached a delightful 
patch of sward by the river, where we placed our Camp Ill. Our 
Ladakhis had been really splendid ; in particular, Rinzing, the youngest 
of the trio, who was their natural leader. Wherever he was prepared to 
go, the others followed ; and no obstacle daunted him. Today he had 
led across one really nasty place. Rinzing was also the strongest of the 
three and always carried the heaviest load. Jigmy was the cook, con
scientiously trained by J udy and Venice. Sonam, at thirty probably the 
oldest of the three, \Vas the stolid maid of all work. The outlook from 
our camp gave us the reassuring feeling that the worst difficulties were 
behind us . . About eight miles ahead to the south stood three attractive 
peaks. Seated by a campfire iQ. the evening, we watched the sun's rays 
flaming into bright gold and orange before leaving their summits in icy 
shadow. When vve retired to our tents on that peaceful starlit night, we 
had already worked out our route on the highest of the peaks, and were 
optimistic enough to hope that they formed part of the main watershed. 
As expected, the going was easier the next morning, and we found 
ourselves approaching an ablation valley above the river. Across to the 
left was a lush meadow, and above it o .. ur three peaks, close at hand now. 
The ablation valley en"ded abruptly on ~ scarred face of steep and rotten 
rock. We estimated that we were about twenty miles up the Ratang, 
but its source was still hidden. A mile ahead, the river took a sharp bend 
to the right and was lost to our view. We decided that our best course 
would be to attempt to climb the highest .of the peaks to the left, and 
thereby to try to solve the topography of the country immediately north 
of the main watershed. . Descending to river level, we found ourselves 
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separated from our meadow by the angry waters at midday flood. Even 
Rinzing was baulked here. Should we wait for an early morning 
crossing ? A half-hour reconnaissance, traversing slopes so steep and so 
rotten as to exceed anything we had experienced lower down, led to 
a place where the river seemed fordable. I had great qualms about 
this route ; and throughout our passage I experienced a strong feeling of 
uneasiness. One false step would have ended in disaster ; and a rope 
was useless here, for it was impossible to find a belay on the shattered 
boulder-strewn face. The river-crossing fortunately proved to be 
straightforward, but with the porters so heavily laden, extreme caution 
was necessary. Two streams ran through the meadow; one issuing 
from a glacier below our peaks ; the other, a smaller one, from a 
magnificent sharp rock peak reminiscent of the Dru. Following the 
former, we climbed above the meadow towards the lateral moraine of 
the glacier, camping on a grassy shoulder at about I s,ooo ft. The sun 
left us at 4· 30 P .M ... and the temperature dropped sharply. Our objective 
was clearly visible now. The right-hand peak, which had appeared to 
be the highest from below was, in fact, the lowest ; that on the left, 
crowned by a large snow dome, was higher than the middle one and 
was connected to it by a long heavily-corniced ridge. The following 
day, September 4, taking Rinzing and Jigmy, vve crossed a small glacier 
and placed a camp at about 17,8oo ft. on a scree slope below the main 
North-west ridge of our peak.. Reconnoitring that afternoon, we gained 
a point on the ridge about half way between the right-hand peak and the 
middle one. A completely unknown area of glaciers and peaks stretched 
away at our feet : and ahead, at last, was a view of the main watershed ; 
but the weather w~s cloudy and vve gained only fleeting glimpses. By 
good fortune, a hard frost at night gave way to a brilliant dawn and we 
had perfect conditions for our climb the next morning. T-he first part 
of the ridge to the summit of the middle peak Ig,soo ft., was mainly 
over rock, and provided plenty of interest ; we finished along an 
exposed slope of hard sno~, steep enough to require steps for most of its 
zoo ft. Rinzing climbed . with us and was thoroughly reliable on · the 
rope ; I think he enjoyed the climb as much as we did. Avoiding the 
heavy cornices of the next part of the ridge \Ve descended to a col below 
the final pyramid of our peak. The last bit was delightful and consisted 
of perfect snow in which steps could be easily scraped or kicked. The 
view from the summit, c. zo,oso ft., provided us with the answers to our 
immediate problems. Heavy monsoon clouds were massed south of the 
watershed in Kulu, but all the mountains in Spiti were basking in 
sunshine. We could see no\v that our peak straddled the ridge dividing 
the Ratang and the Parahio valleys, the upper section of both being 
clearly visible. Altogether some dozen side-glaciers were seen and a 
host of unmapped peaks. A fairly obvious pass was sighted at the head of 
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the Parahio glacier leading over the watershed towards the Parbati · 
Valley in Kulu. Peak 21,760 ft. was seen to lie at the head of a ridge 
running from Peak 19,9720 ft~ , and it stood between the Ratang and 
Parahio valleys, not the Ratang and Gyundi as shown on the map.1 A 
subsidiary rib, running almost due east from 2 I, 76o ft., divided two 
glaciers which seemed to feed the Parahio and the Ratang respectively. 
The Gyundi Valley to the west retained its mysteries, but the extent of 
the upper section could be gauged by the fact that the volume of water 
issuing from its mouth certainly exceeds the flow of the Ratang, which is 
fed by about four side-glaciers. We took a complete round of pictures 
before turning to descend at midday. Jigmy awaited us at the tents 
with mugs of hot tea ; then we packed and carried on downwards to 
the meadow where we joined Sonam, who had built an ideal camp site 
there and stacked it with plenty of fuel. The contrast provided a 
perfect end to an enjoyable day. But our appetites had been whetted. 
Peter and I realised that we lacked the resources for any further penetra-

, 

tion of the \Vatershed ; yet so much interesting work remained to be 
done. The sorting and mapping of the glaciers, the exploration of a pass 
over the watershed, the ascent of at least three mountains over 21,ooo ft. 
and the search for a possible pass into the upper Gyundi: One needed 
at least a month, aad our meadow would provide an ideal Base Camp 
site. Perhaps we would return another year. On September 6·we turned 
to descend the gorge. An early start, following another night of frost, 
resulted in an easier crossing of the river below the meadow, but our 
limbs were numbed by the icy \Vaters. We varied our route slightly for 
the descent, and, aided by the generally lower level of the river, we made 
about half a dozen crossings on the first day. Progress was quicker, for 
we knew how to deal \Vith familiar problems. Rinzing, over-confident 
now, slipped during one crossing and, momentarily overpowered by his 
enormous load, was nearly lost. We arrived at our former Camp I 
that afternoon.. Descending the next morning, we made three more 
crossings. Sonam, who was \vading through beside me, slipped ; I 
managed to hold him, but only for a few seconds before I was nearly 
unbalanced ; fortunately, Rinzing was at hand to avert a disaster. 
Sonam lost his ice-axe and his morale. Thereafter, to avoid any further 
trouble with the river, we tackled a steep rock face and so descended to 
Base Camp. It was nice returning. There were letters from home;: and 
luxury meals again. Richard showed us his remarkable collection of 
fossils. Alastair had acquired ' No no,' a IJadakhi terrier pup, who is 
now, I believe, happily settled in S'"'·itzerland. As . only a week re
mained oefore we must commence our return, we decided to attempt 

1 Mr. Braham informs us that he and Mr. Holmes were not altogether in 
agreement on the identification of peaks. Some doubt on. the geography of the 
area must retnain until reports of the 1956 expeditions are available. Editor. 
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Guan Nelda. Richard, Peter and I left Base Camp on September 8 with 
Rinzing, Sonam and three ponies. We travelled in luxury now, carrying 
no rucksacks ourselves. Following good tracks, we crossed the Spiti 

• 
River by a bridge one mile above Rangring, and entered the Shilla nala, 
reaching Langja village on its east bank in the afternoon. Two miles 
beyond the village, on an isolated alp at about I4,500 ft., we camped in 
full view of Guan Nelda's upper pyramid. The clouds came over in the 
evening and delivered a sharp shower of rain, later giving the pyramid 
the appearance of a heavily iced cake. Peter and I left the next morning 
for our mountain, \Vhile Richard intended to carry out some investiga
tions in the shale banks and side-nallas which abounded around our 
camp. Reaching the upper folds of a ridge to the north-east, we found 
ourselves separated from Guan Nelda by a deep gorge. A long detour 

• 

was necessary, involving about seven miles up and down minor humps 
and hillocks strewn with stream-beds. Late in the afternoon, reaching 
the lower scree slopes of our peak, \Ve pitched Camp at about I8,ooo ft. 
beside a tongue of ice descending from the South-west ridge of Guan 
Nelda which now towered directly above us. The ponies had been 
splendid ; and now the poor beasts were destined to spend a night 
tethered together on a narrow platform without food or shelter. We 
could see the Ratang gorge directly across to the south-west and were 
able to identify Peaks zo,o so ft., 2 I, 760 ft. and other familiar mountains. 
It was a very cold night and at 5 A.M. the next morning there was a 
short snow flurry. At 6.30, Peter, Rinzing and I left Camp, instructing 
Sonam and the ghora-\valla to move everything lower down. The sun 
tried bravely to appear, but heavy clouds were advancing from every
where and within an hour snow began to fall. We follovved a steep gully 
above Camp, aiming to strike the main ridge about midway along its 
length. Progress was over rock and neve at a steady 45° angle. On the 
ridge the angle eased slightly at first, but we were cautious to avoid the 
huge cornices of whose existence we were aware, though heavy cloud 
reduced visibility to about roo yards. Through brief openings we 
would glimpse at shadowy outlines and alter course, assisted by a 
mental picture of the upper part of the peak. The snow ·was firm and 
safe. Above, we came to a rock pitch where the angle increased ; the 
final pyramid consisted of 300 ft. of very steep snow requiring steps. 
We reached the summit just after IO.I5. Standing on a narrow ledge 
which was the culminating point, we waited in vain for the clouds to lift. 
After a while the drifts thinned a little and we could see a narrow rock 
ridge connecting Guan Nelda to its rg,soo-ft. neighbour, three--quarters 
of a mile to the west ; a small glacier enclosed the basin between the 
two peaks. Shilla refused to reveal itself, draining some of the joy from 
our success. The snow had softened during the descent and we 
reached our empty camp-site in one and a half. hours. At I .30 P.M . we 
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found Sonam and the pony-man comfortably settled in a pleasant grassy 
hollow at about I 6,ooo ft. By now the sun had returned, and this pro
vided an inducement to linger. For the remainder of the day we ate, 
rested, admired our peak and agreed that life was good. We returned 
to.Richard 'sCamp on September I I. Perfect 'veather had now set in, and 
this Camp \vas one of our most beautiful. Whilst Richard completed 
his work the following day, Peter and I explored the country to the 
north. Climbing to the top of a ridge some I,soo feet above Camp, we 
traversed a dry stream-bed to the left and reached a point at the edge of a 
spur, falling directly into the Shil]a nalla some 2,ooo ft. below. Here we 
gained a clear vie\v up the valley and identified Kanikma peak, I 9,566 ft. 
To the right, behind Guan Nelda, we could see the long, broad snow 
ridge of Shilla and although its summit was hidden there wa~ nothing to 
suggest that its height exceeded that of any of its neighbours by 3,000 ft. 
We estimated its actual height to be about 2I,ooo ft. We were back at 
Base Camp on September I2, and t'vo days later we began our return 
journey to Manali. Following the route of our outward march, though 
travelling faster aided by the now shrunken streams, we reached Chatru 
on September Ig. Taking-only four lightly laden ponies with us, and 
sending the rest over the easier Rohtang Pass in the care of Rinzing, we 
crossed the Hamtah Pass, I4,027 ft., on September 20. Near the pass, 
we obtained tempting views of Andrasau, 5 20,4I0 ft., a rocky giant 
seeming to tower above the snow dome of Deo Tibba to its right. Once 
across the pass, our eyes, accustomed to the changeless brown shades of 
Spiti, feasted on the verdant landscape of Kulu. Green hillsides gave 
way to dense clusters of rhododendron and juniper and led further down 
through birches, pines and firs, to rich pastures where the cheery 
.village folk greeted us. On September 2 I we returned to Manali, and 
to the comforts and cares ·of civilisation. 

5 Unnamed on Survey of India map sheets 52H or 52H/SW. Usual spellings 
INDRASAU or lNDRASAN also sometimes INDARSOH see Mountain World, 1954, 
p. 217, footnote 3· 

The Ratang gorge was visited again in June/July 1956 by Mr. P. F. Holmes 
with a small party. The head of the Ratang glacier was reached and some 
peaks estimated at between 2o,ooo and 21,000 ft. were climbed, observations 
fron"l which revealed that substantial alterations to the existing map were 
necessary. T.H.B. 
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